How to Be Charming - And Seduce Any Woman You Lay Your Eyes On

What exactly is the secret method to charming a woman so that she will do anything for you and want to be with you all the time? The method is really simple - in fact it's an easy 3-step system that any man can use, any time, and anywhere to achieve tremendous results fast. Read on to discover what that system is...

The Charmer's Secret - Three Quick Steps to Great Results With Women

Step #1. "Build Up Your Social Confidence". Step one requires you to build up both your internal and outer confidence through simple self-esteem boosting exercises.

Once you've nailed this down, your seduction 'game' becomes nearly automatic. You'll be able to instantly get your 'game face' on and display the confidence that practically knocks their clothes straight off. Women love guys with an air of confidence, because they know that they are a source of fun, and more importantly, passion.

Step #2. "Stop Playing "What If"". You can spend all days dreaming up different outcomes and even asking friends' advice, but that's going to be counter-productive to your seduction abilities.

Don't just sit around thinking about hot girls - put on some clothes, groom yourself, and get out there. Hit the park or a local coffee shop where lots of women hang out. Be willing to risk being rejected and just approach 20 women - don't hesitate! You'll get farther doing this than just laying around thinking and wondering "what if".

Step #3. "Focus on Your Strengths; Downplay Your Flaws". Don't worry about your weak areas - just focus on what's good about yourself. If you're naturally a good talker, work on refining that skill and your tone. If you just plain suck at something, don't try to force it just to impress some girl. Find what you're good at, and go all-in. You can even take lessons if you like.

With those ideas in mind, here's a special bonus method that will really boost your chances of success with women.

When you interact with a girl, use this technique to cause her to become emotionally "addicted" to you. All you have to do is switch things up between happy and sad emotional states, and she'll be mesmerized. It's a pretty simple thing once you've learned how. This move is called "fractionation," and it's long been a tool of pickup artists to score hot girls - sometimes in just 15 minutes.

But before you use this technique, you must heed this warning ... Fractionation is considered as a 'dark art' tactic which is the basis of hypnosis-based seduction, and while controversial, it is known to be one of the most effective tactics ever invented by underground seductionists. It is described in a step-by-step system in the Deadly Seduction Manuscript (http://www.DeadlySeduction.com).
How to Be Charming Around Women - 5 Ways to Make Her Fall in Love With You

There are about a million ways for you to start attracting women --- however, that's not the same as saying that all of them will work. More often than not, it all lies in your style and mode to get you way with women --- it takes more than just good looks to do that. A lot of men will ask themselves: "how to be charming around women?" No, it's not trick question and it's definitely serious. Being able to seduce and attract women means you have to make them at least like you back --- and nothing beats being charming to win her heart over. So get ready for an exciting lesson on ways to make her in love with you --- make it happen tonight!

• **Act normal.** You may argue that we do act normal, you're not charming at all. Well, good point. However, being yourself makes you look more comfortable and at ease with the way you talk and move and most of all, with the way you carry yourself around women --- the more relaxed you are, the more attractive you become. So breathe a little and get real.

• **Beware of too much compliments.** Women can get easily freaked out when a man does things to win her over --- one of them if by complimenting her too much. Telling her she looks wonderful tonight or telling her she has a cute smile is enough --- complimenting her every five minutes is overkill. Try to engage in a normal conversation and she'll be more than happy to stick around more.

• **Don't be too aggressive.** Nothing scares a woman half her wits than a man who comes in too strongly. To make a woman fall in love with you, you must take your time. Don't rush things. It's more beautiful if you put a little time and effort in it. Taking her roughly will only ruin your tiniest probability to make her yours. So relax and go with the flow.

• **Show that you're in control.** Women want men to take control. It's been a long tradition. A woman expects a man to take the lead and dominate her most of the time --- it makes you look more masculine that way. But that doesn't mean that that you shouldn't respect her opinions and to listen to her suggestions as well. Respect is a must if you're dealing with a woman.

• **Tease her and make her laugh.** Sense of humor is vital if you want to become charming to women. Making a girl laugh is a big achievement --- you're chances in making her fall in love with you will shot up to a hundred percent. So next time you're out with a girl, don't hesitate to crack jokes or to tease her --- she will have a great time and will look forward into being with you again.